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This technical note considers the methodology behind the easyfloat/skipfloat 
finish, what advantages there are to opting for this type of finish and the issues 
to be aware of should an easyfloat finish be specified.  
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1.0 Introduction

This technical note is in relation to 
an easyfloat (often referred to as a 
‘skipfloat’) finish on internal concrete 
floor slabs. An easyfloat is a large 
trowel which is utilised in the finishing 
process of in-situ concrete floor slabs 
following the initial levelling of the 
concrete. Often colloquially known 
as a ‘big blue’, an easyfloat can be 
purchased in a variety of differing 
widths and is often accompanied 
by extendable poles (or snap 
handles) which enable the process 
to be undertaken to much greater 
distances.
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Figure 1: Typical Easyfloat trowel 
with ‘snap handles’

2.0 Finishing Process

Once the concrete has been spread and initially levelled, the easyfloat 
finishing process can commence. The concrete operative will start the 
process by attaching the required number of ‘snap handles’ suitable 
for the width available. The easyfloat will be placed onto the levelled 
concrete surface and ‘pushed’ to the further distance achievable with 
the attached poles. At the end of this ‘push’, the operative will turn 
the handle to leave the front edge of the easyfloat on contact with 
the concrete. This process should only be undertaken by experienced 
concrete operatives, as their judgement will be required to determine 
whether additional ‘passes’ of the easyfloat are required.
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2.0 Finishing Process
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Due to the nature of the finishing tools, and the timing of the easyfloat 
finishing process, float marks, ridges, surface laitance and a mottled 
effect will be evident in the final finish. There is also a likelihood that 
some reinforcement ripple will be present within the finished slab. 
The finish is the equivalent of a ‘Basic’ finish in accordance with the 
National Structural Concrete Specification for building construction 
(4th Edition). An easyfloat finish will require some additional 
preparation works (such as significant levels of grinding to remove 
ridge marks and the weakened top layer) prior the application of floor 
coverings.

Figure 2: Typical examples of finished concrete slab following an Easyfloat/Skipfloat 
finish
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3.0 Surface Regularity
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Figure 3: Illustration of Surface Regularity Test in accordance with BS8204-2

Due to the experience and skill of CBS Concreting’s operatives, CBS can 
commit to a surface regularity of SR3 (in accordance with BS8204-2). 
This tolerance equates to a level departure from datum of +/-15mm and 
a gap of +/-10mm under a 2m straight-edge laid in contact with the 
surface of the slab.

Please note that due to deflections during construction and in service, 
it is not possible to construct a composite floor slab on metal decking 
directly to tight flatness tolerances or levels to datum. Guidance 
should be sought from Concrete Society Technical Report 75 and 
Steel Construction Institute Publication 300 for surface regularity 
on composite slabs. However, CBS Concreting can achieve the SR3 
tolerance as stipulated above, with the exception of the departure from 
datum.
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4.0 Advantages of an Easyfloat Finish
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Whilst there are a number of matters to be aware of when specifying 
an easyfloat finish, there are circumstances when the finish provides 
the best value option for contractors and end-users. Due to the 
finishing process being undertaken immediately after the levelling of 
the concrete, and the speed at which it is undertaken, it can provide 
cost-savings for the initial concreting operations (however it should be 
noted that additional works will be required prior to the application of 
floor coverings). Additionally, if the floor slab is going to receive thick 
coverings (i.e. a screed or raised access flooring), the finish provided by 
the easyfloating operation may be sufficient.  An easyfloat finish also 
provides an option when other finishing operations (e.g. powerfloating) 
are not a possibility due to noise or lifting restrictions. 
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5.0 Summary

An easyfloat finish may be applicable in certain circumstances, 
dependent on site restrictions and follow-on trade requirements. 
However, care should be taken when specifying this type of finish, and 
the finish which is achievable, the surface regularity of the slab, and 
the requirements of follow-on trades should be considered prior to 
specification.

Should you require any advice in relation to this matter, or any other 
queries in relation to in-situ concrete flooring, please do not hesitate to 
contact our Technical Director James Donnelly (james@cbsconcreting.
co.uk).
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Further Reading
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National Structural Specification for building construction (4th Edition)
Concrete Society Technical Report 75
Concrete Society Technical Report 34 
Concrete Society Good Concrete Guide 05
British Standard 8204-2:2003 Screeds, bases and in situ floorings. 
Concrete wearing surfaces - Code of practice
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Disclaimer

This guide is issued by CBS Concreting Ltd to give general guidance and dissemination of 
current knowledge. CBS Concreting Ltd do not accept any liability arising in any way from 
relying on this guide. If you require advice on a specific issue, you should seek advise in 
relation to those specific circumstances.

Any requests to utilise this guide in full or in part should be made in writing to the email 
address detailed at the bottom of this page.
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